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An instrument for studying t he amplitude and phase relations which exis t" in complex 
periodic processes is described in t his paper. The process treat ed here is vibration of com
plicated bodies. The motion at each point of interest is detected by a vibration pi ckup . 
The sign al from each p ickup is heterodyned with a common signal t hat ditTers from t he 
vibration frequency b y a small a mount to produce a set of signals at t he difference frequency . 
The desired re la tions a re exh ibited at t he difference frequency which is low enough to give 
a s low motion effect. The outpu t circui t ry allows scope for ingenuity to choose a presen
tat ion suited to a p ar t icular problem. 

1. Introduction 

l Stroboscopic instruments have been used for the 
visualization and analysis of periodic motion for 
many years. The imple stroboscope, consisting of 
a light flashing at an adjustable rate, has long been 
used for studyin g rotating machinery and low fre-
quency vibra tions in the laboratories and indu trial 

r plants. More sophisticated designs such as the 
Chadwiek-Helmuth Slip Sync, the Winkler Strobo
Sync, or the International R esearch and D evelop
m ent Corporation Vibration Analyzer , permi t more 

" detailed analysis of the mo tion by synchronizing the 
flash of light with the mo tion being studied , and the 

, fil"st two provide a means of slowly shifting the phase 
of the flash so that the en tire cycle of the motion 
is visible. In addition to these commercial instru

'" m ents there are laboratory in trumen ts [1 , 2, 3, 4 , 
5, 6, 7 , 8] 1 having the same ability to slow as well 

, as to stop apparent mo tion at any pOl·Lion of the 
cycle and also t he ability to observe motion of 

~ microscopic amplitude. In all these instrumen ts the 
I vibrating object must be observed directly or through 

some optical system. Where the field of view is 
~ large the allowable magnification of the motion is 

small . 
The "strobolyzer" described her e carries strobo

I scopic vibration analysis further by allowing observa
k t ion of vibra ting bodies of any size and complexity 
r as well as mo tions whose amplitudes may range from 

submicroscopic to directly visible, and whose fre
~"'; quen cies may ran ge from subsonic to ultrasonic. 

This improvem ent is accomplished by observing 
the pattern of mo tion depicted by the r esponse of 
a number of vibration pickups to the vibration , in 
place of observing the vibrating body itself . Th e 

';t signals from the pickups are processed in such a way 
that stroboscopic effects such as apparen t slow 

';i mo tion or stopped motion a t any phase of the 
vibration cycle can be obtained. 

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at tbe end of t ll is paper. 
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2. General Construction 

The bas ic operation of the trobolyzer is shown 
schematically in figure 1. A number of vibra tion 
pickups are uscd to detec t the motion of the vibra ting 
body . If the bod y vibra tes at some frequency , 
(j cps) the signal from each pickup will be a t j cps, 
but, in general , will differ from the signals of the 
oLher pickups in amplitude and pha e. The number 
and location of the pickup ar e cho en so that all 
significan t aspects of the mo tion arc obser ved. This 
choice may be made on the basis of an a priori 
estimate of the vibration pattern and an originally 
arbitrary el i tribu tion may be modified in the light 
of increasing knowledge as the s tudy progresse . 
The signal from each pid,up is mixed with a r efer
ence signal at (j-D. ) cps wh ere D. is usually abou t 1 
cp bu t can be varied. 

( f - OJ c ps 

PICKUPS 

/ 
f cps SHAKER A~ il ~ --'--:==1==-1 -EJ:A' L.l ' 

A, L.i , ----+---===F~ 
'---,---' 

F I GURE 1. Block diagm1n of stroboly zer. 

If the signal from picl\:up i is Ai sin (wt+ cf> i) and 
the signal which is mLxed with each of the pickup 
signals is B sin (wt - 27rD.t ), then the signal from the 
output mixer , 1\1t, is the sum of these: 

.Ll f; = A t sin (wt+ cf>i)+ B sin (wt - at ), 



where 0= 27rLl , 

where 'it i= tan -1 (A i sin ¢ i-B sin at) / (A i cos ¢ i+ 
B cos at). This is a sine wave at the vibration fre
quency whose amplitude varies with time according 
to the expression under the radical sign. This ex
pression can be rewritten as: 

where l" ;= A dB . Expanding by means of tbe bi
nomial theorem: 

M·i = B .. /l +r1 {1+ I ~T; cos (ot+¢;) 

- 1/2 C~T;Y cos2 (ot +¢,)+ . .. } 

The higher order powers of cos (ot+¢;) can be ex
pressed as harmonics of 0/ 27r but if B> >Ai , T i will 
be small and terms co ntaining powers of r i greater 
than the first are negligible. Since the :first term is 
constant, the time varying part of the ampl itude 
consists of a sine wave wbose frequency is Ll. This 
equation is well known in the theory of heterod~-ning 
and is treated in textbooks on radio engineering. It 
is shown [9] that by making B large compared to A i 
and by using a square law detector, a signal is ob
tained at a frequency of Ll cps whose amplitude is 
proportional to A i for all practical purposes and 
whose phase is ¢ i. A suitable output mL\":er circuit 
can be found in electronics texts, for example, 
Terman [9, p . 569, fig. 41] . The output signal from 
each mixer is applied to a suitable indicator, which 
follows the Ll cps signal. The group of indicators 
is arranged approximately in the arrangement of t he 
pickups on the vibrating body. With a li ttle practice 
the indications are interpreted as motions and the 
vibration pattern can be visualized. A system some
what similar to the one treated in this paper was 
described by Goldman and Richards [10] . 

3. Modified Oscillator 
The generation of the signal which differs from the 

vibration frequency b~' Ll cps is shown schematicall~' 
in figme 2. The vibration frequency (j cps) is 
obtained from a General Radio Type 913C beat 
frequency oscillator which consists of a fixed oscil
lator whose signal is alwa~-s 186,000 cps, a variable 
oscillator whose signal differs from 186,000 cps 
according to the setting of the tuning dial , a mixer 
which combines the two signals, and an outpu t 
section which amplifies the difference of the two sig
nals . In the modification for the strobolyzer a 
second mixer and output section were placed in 
paralJel with the original sections and a phase shifter 
was inserted between the fixed oscillator and the 
new mIxer. 
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FIGURE 2. Modified beat frequency oscillator. ~; 

The phase shifter used in the modified oscillator 
is the capacitive type described in Terman's Hand- ~ 
book [9 , p . 949, fig. 56e]. When the phase spli tting 
inpu t circuit is properly tuned, the phase shif t is , 
equal to the rotation of the shaft in corresponding 
units and there is no change of amplitude with phase. '1 
Since the phase sllifter is i ll the fixed oscillator cir- I 

cui t there is no need to retune the phase spli tting I 

circuit for any output frequency of the beat frequency 'I 
oscillator. If the output of the fixed oscillator is Ap 
sin (wpt) where wp = 27r X 186,000 radians per second, 
thc output of Lhe pbase shifter will be C</> A p sin 
(wFt + O</» where Cq, comprises the changes in ampli- c 

tude caused by the insertion of the phase shifter and " 
its associated circuitry while O</> comprises the corre
sponding phase shifts including the shift due to the <; 
initial setting of the phase shifter. Cq, can be made 
unity by inserting an amplifier ahead of the phase 
shifter. Co nstant rotation of the phase shifter at 
Ll rps adds to Oq, a phase angle which is a linear func
tion of timc: 0q,- 27rLlt and the signal to the mixer is 

where 186,000 is written as F for convenience. In ~ 
the original GR mixer, the signal from the fixed os
cillator at F cps is mix cd with the signal from the 
variable oscillator at (F-f) cps and the output is the 
audiofrequency (f cps). In the added mixer the 
signal from the phase sbifter at (F-Ll ) cps is mixed < 
with the signal from the variable oscillator at (F-j) 
cps and the output differs fromj cps by the frequency , 
of rotation of the phase shifter, Ll cps. 

If the phase shifter is not ro tated the two outputs 
will be at the same frequency and the phase differ
ence between them can be set at any value by setting 
the phase shifter. Thus, if the motor is stopped the -c; 

indicat.ors of the s tro bolyzer pres en t the ampli tu de 
and phase relations at a particular phase of the vibra
tion cycle. This "freezing" of the vibration pattern ~ 
corresponds to the stroboscopic "freezing" of the 
motion when a flashing ligh t is synchronized with 
the vibration frequency. 

If the phase shifter dial is turned slowly by hand, 
the entire vibration cycle is traversed and can be '1' 

studied at leisure. Differences in the phase of the 
motion at different points can be measured by noting ~ 
the amount of rotation of the phase shifter dial re
quired to move the indicators to corresponding 
positions. 
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If the phase shifter dial is rotated by the motor aL 
~ rps th e entire vibration cycle is Lraver ed repeatedl)
at ~ cps and the indicators show Lh e phase and 
amplitude relaLion in slow motion. 

4 . Output Presentation 

In tbe course of developing the strobolyzer a num
ber of methods of output presentation were tried 
such as blinking neon bulbs and a-c voltmeters. As 
the number of channels increases i t becomes difficult 
to read or follow a large number of meters or bulbs. 

As an alternative a 10 channel bar graph presenta
tion was developed for use with an oscilloscope ; this 
instrument is called the multichannel electronic 
switch. The basic system samples each channel in 
succession at a rate sufficiently rapid to accommodate 
the retentivity of the eye and oscilloscope phosphor. 

A Sylvania 6910 decade counter tube provides the 
sequencing function and counts the output of a 1,500 
cps oscillator, shown in figure 3. Tubcs VI and V2 
are used to sequence the counter tube. 

The output pulses from the counter tube operate 
the gates for each channel; QIB is the gate transistor 
for a typical channel. A negative pulse is required 
to operate the gate, therefore transistor QIA is used 
to invert the positive pulses from the counter tube. 

Since it is desiTable to have a d-c or bar-type pres
entation instead of a sine wave from the vibration 
piclmps, transistor QIC is used as an emitter follower 

uns 
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and d-c rectifier. Transistor Qo is the ou tput tran
sistor which also erves to invert the negative signals 
to give them a positive sense. 

The oscilloscope Y axi input is co nnected to Lhe 
ou tput of Qo. The X axis signal i the normal sweep 
of the oscilloscope itself and is synchro nized or trig
gered from ou Lpu t No.1 of the counter tube. 

In order to accommodate large ignal in the order 
of 40 v rms a divider is used Lo divide Lhe signal by 
a factor of 20. 

Occasionally the strobolyzer is used for investiga
tions in which the original display methods arc more 
useful , for example, cases where flashing lights can be 
arranged to give three dimensional effects. Neon 
bulbs can be connected to the output channels in 
such cases, either in conjunction with the oscilloscope 
display or in place of it . 

The output channels also can be connected to re
corders . As pointed out by Fred Mintz of Lockheed 
Aircraft Corp ., the fact that the output frequency is 
always ~ cps makes it possible to record the sig
nificant phase and amplitude relations of vibrator~' 
motion a t any vibration frequency with recorders of 
limited dynamic response since A can be chosen to 
suit the recorder. 

Usually the relative amplitudes and phases cou
stitu te the desired information. If Lhe absolu te 
value of the motion is desired , the signal from any 
pickup can be fed in to a voltmeter from a T eon
necLor at the input to its mixer chann 1. 
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FIGU R E 3. l\l{ultichannel electronic switch. 
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5. Uses 

The strobolyzer was devised as a tool to aid im
provement of vibration exciters for use in calibration 
of vibration pickups. 

The accuracy of such a calibration depends greatly 
on the use of undistorted uniaxial sinusoidal motion. 
As techniques of vibration measurement improved 
it became apparent that a significant amount of 
distorted motion occurred in the shakers at some 
frequencies. In order to achieve accurate calibration 
at these frequ encies it was necessary to determine 
the cause of the unwanted components of the motion; 
e.g., the excita tion of a transverse or flexural mode 
of some part of the structure. By cementing a 
number of small , light vibration pickups to all parts 
of the shaker and by using the strobolyzer to de
termine the phase and ampli tnde of motion ftt each 
point relative to the other points it was possible to 

identify the origin of the unwanted motion . A chang 
of design to minimize such motion usually was no 
too difficult after the motion was known. 

Figure 4a was contriyed to illustrate the use of the 
strobolyzer to study the vibration of a bar excited 
near the middle by the loudspeaker pot in the fore
ground. The acceleration was detected by barium 
titanate pickups, the relative phase of the accelera- -A 

tion at each point being indicated by its correspond
ing d-c meter . Accelera t ion phases at four interyals 
separated by 90° are shown in figure 4b . 

Figure 5 shows the use of the strobolyzer in study
ing the pattern of motion at the resonant frequencies 
of a thin-walled cylinder rigidly fastened at the 
base. The cylinder walls were too thin to allow 
mechanical driying or detection of the motion. The 
vibration was generated acoustically by the loud
speaker which is shown lifted seyeral inches above 
its usual position in driving the structure. The mo-

FIGURE 4a. Acceleration of a bar driven at the center. 
Meter scales have been masked to show limits of indicator excursion as phase sbifter)s turned through 360°. Unmasked scale a ngle is proportional to peak acceleration. 
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FIG U RE 4b. ilccelm·alion oj a bar driven at the center. 
Indicator positions give rela ti ve phase of acceleration at each pickup position for pbase of vibmtion eyc]e shown on phase shifter dial. 

t ion of the cylinder walls was detected by nOllcon
tacting capaci tive vibration pickups whose design 
was adap ted from that described by Shafer and 
Plunkett [11] . Tbe bases of the pickup suppor ts 
were cOllstructed so that the spacing between the 
cylinder wall a nd the pickup did no t change as the 
pickup was moved around the periphery. Two of 
the pickup suppor ts carried two pickups each to 
detect standing waves in the axial direction. Since 
the top of the cylinder was always a loop and the 
bo ttom always a node of displacemen t, a small 
spread in the position of the lower pickup sufficed to 
determine the presence of axial waves. The circum
ferential stand ing wave pattern was determined by 
moving the single pickup around tbe cylinder , noting 
the drop in ampli tude and change in phase as a 
node was passed. Two barium titan a te vibra tion 
pickups were cemen ted to the base to detect any 
motion whicb would be contrary to the assump tion 
that the base suppor t was rigid. A microphone 

moni tored th e sound ou tput to dctect any shif ts in 
the pattern of standing waves of sound in the room . 
In preliminary experimen ts with the loudspeaker at 
a considerable distance above the cylinder it was 
found that movemen ts of reflecting surfaces in the 
room, such as a change in t he position of the ob
serveI' migh t shift the whole vibration patLern along 
the periphery of the cylinder. This was annoying 
when i t occurred part ' 'lay through the determina
tion of the vibration pattern at a par ticular fre
quency. The microphone was introduced to warn 
of such shifts. L ater , i t was found that the recurrence 
of such shifts was reduced by lowering the loud
speaker until it nearly touched the cylinder but they 
still occurred frequen tly enough to warrant continued 
usc of the microphone. 

The r elationships existing among the different 
signal were displayed on the oscilloscope. The 
output signals at intervals of approximately 90 0 

are shown below the picture. The signal indicated 
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FIGUR E 5. Study of resonances of thin walled cylinder. 
Heigbt of each bar oItbe oscilloscope trace gives relative phase and amplitude of corresponding picku p s ignal at a partic

ular phase of tbe vibration cycle. T be relations among the pickup signals at pbase in tervals of 90° of tbe vibration 
cycle are displayed below the picture. 

by each bar is given in the list below with the bars 
numbered from left to right . 

Signals Indicated by Oscilloscope Display 

Bar Signal f rom pickup 
1 left lower capacit ive pickup 
2 righ t lower cap acit ive pickup 
3 left upper capacit ive pickup 
4 r igh t upper capacitive pickup 
5 m obile cap acit ive pickup 
6 loudspeaker signal used as a r eference for phase 

m easurement 
7 microphone signal 
8 piezoelectric pickup attached to base 

As the examples described above indicate, the 
strobolyzer is more useful as an exploratory tool than 
as a routine measuring device. If the informa tion 
of interest is the amplitude of vibration at a number 
of points for the purpose of estimating damage or 
malfunction, the strobolyzer has no advantage over 
conventional methods. However, if the problem is 
to vi ualize the varied deta ils of the motion of a 
complex structure or to determine interactions 
among various motions, the strobolyzer provides 
unique assistance. 

Since it is a new instrument, its effectiveness in 
probing problems depends to some exten t on the 
ingenuity of the user in taking full advantage of its 
flexibility. For example, the motion to be studied 
need not be excited by the modified beat frequency 
oscilla tor shown in figure 2 and may no t be under 
the control of the experimen ter . In t his case, the 
signal from one of the pickups is taken as the ref
erence. The reference signal is applied through the 
phase shifter to each of the inner channels as shown 
in figure 6 so that the output of each mL'I[er channel 
is at ~ cps. When the s trobolyzer is used in this 
way it is necessary to tune the phase shifter to each 
audiofrequency which is used. One convenient way 
to do the tuning is to use ganged wafer switches to 
connect matched pairs of r esistors and capacitors for 
selected frequencies which are used frequently and 
to use trimmer capacitors for intermediate fre
quencies. Considerable information can be obtained 
by proper filtering of the pickup signals. 

The strobolyzer is flexible in the wide variety 
of transducers which may be used to supply the 
input signals, and therefore also in the wide variety 
of periodic phenomena which may be studied. 
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FIGURE 6. Use oj stTobolyzer to sttldy extern ally excited motion. 

Sidney Kohm of the Bureau staff helped con
" siderably in the development and early use of the 

instrument described here. 

7 

In the course of several stimulating discussions, 
G. F. Sheets, Jr. of the White Sands Proving Grolmd 
contribu ted to the development of the ou tpu t circui t. 
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